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relatively few tunable parameters

Naturally incorporate features of other models (hidden local 
symmetry, vector meson dominance, etc.)

BUT: 

outstanding issues related to separation of scales (validity of 
sugra approximation), locality, etc. 

some mesons relevant to low-energy QCD missing from the 
description ...that’s where our work comes in. 2



The (un)usual suspects 
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meson J P C I m in MeV
!±/!0 0 !1 !1/ + 1 1 140/135
" 1 !1 !1 0 782
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Approaches to holographic QCD

“Top-down” models

try to build sugra dual from 10d string theory

e.g.  Sakai-Sugimoto model (Nf D8-branes in sugra 
background due to NC D4-branes ) [Sakai & Sugimoto 2004]

“Bottom-up” models [Erlich et al 2005, da Rold & Pomarol 2005,...]

assume string dual exists 

only include operators relevant to low-energy phenomena 
in (simple) confining background
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Hard wall Model

Bottom-up model due to [Da Rold & Pomarol; Erlich, et al.]

Gravity background: AdS truncated at finite z for confinement

z roughly corresponds to energy scale with

l is AdS radius
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UV IR

ds2 =
!2

z2

!
"µ!dxµdx! ! dz2

"
with z " (#, z0)

!QCD ! z!1
0
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Hard wall action

Hard-wall action:

Chiral symmetry broken when X takes on a vev:

Free parameters: 

Fix g5 by comparing to large Q perturbative QCD result for

Fix mX2 = -3 from                                   in AdS5
8

non-normalizable
mode

normalizable
mode

!JV JV "

X0(z) =
1

2!3/2

!
mqz + "z3

"
1

g5, mX , z0, mq, !

!(!! 4) = m2
X!2

Shw =
!

d4xdz
!

g Tr
"
" 1

2!g2
5

#
F (V )2 + F (A)2

$
+ |DX|2 + m2

X |X|2
%



Problems and Missing Pieces

1. Missing light 1+- modes (h1/b1)  

2. Low-lying radial  ρ excitations match data poorly:

3. Variety of larger-scale issues

1.  No separation of scales between massless and massive 
string modes 

2. Why should the description be local?
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! = 775.49 MeV, 1465 MeV, 1720 MeV . . .

m(n)
! = 832 MeV, 1910 MeV, 2994 MeV . . .

~n
~n2
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The Missing Link: QCD side
[SKD, J. Harvey, A. Royston: 1101.3315[hep-th]]

[Imoto et al 2010, Cappiello et al 2010]

Naive dimension 3 operators in QCD: 

                             can create both 1-- and 1+- resonances [Chizhov 2003; 
Shifman 2005; Glozman 2009]:

New type of ρT meson in different rep. of flavor group than ρ 
generated by JV: they mix when χsb 
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q̄T aq q̄T a!5q q̄T a!µq q̄T a!µ!5q q̄T a"µ!q

OT
µ! ! q̄T a!µ!q

!0|OT
µ! |b(n)

1 (k)" =
i#
2
f (n)

b !µ!"# ""
(b)k

#

!0|OT
µ! |#(n)(k)" =

i#
2
f (n)

$T ("($)µk! $ "($)!kµ)



How do we realize this operator in (bottom-up) 
holography?

1. Identify dual field with appropriate degrees of freedom, scaling 
dimension, transformation properties (e.g. global symmetry in 
field theory gives gauge symmetry in dual)

2. Construct the Lagrangian (will include some arbitrary 
parameters)

3. Identify appropriate boundary conditions at IR boundary (issue 
specific to hard wall)

4. Compute correlators; fix undetermined parameters; make 
predictions for real data
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Dual Field

Source OT with a two-form field in the bifundamental of the 
gauge group: bMN  

Must be complex

Naively bMN has twice the number of d.o.f. we need     

Need total of 3+3=6 physical degrees of freedom 

Can’t impose tensor gauge invariance while preserving vector 
gauge invariance! But there’s another way...
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generic complex
two-form

Proca-like
condition

20! 8 = 12



First order action

Known solution from IIB sugra on AdS5×S5: first order action

Add boundary action for consistent variational principle [c.f. 
Arutynov & Frolov, 1998]

in pure AdS5×S5 (i.e. CFT):  
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!T = 2 + |µ| ! µ = ±1

Sb0 = ! i

2!g2
b

!

M
Tr

"
b̄ "

#
D ! i

µ

!
"
$

b! b "
#
D + i

µ

!
"
$

b̄
%

+ S!M

to be determined

S!M = ! sgn(µ)
4!g2

b

!

!M
Tr b̄µ"bµ"



General solutions

Split b in (anti) self-dual parts 

satisfy different 2nd order equations

General solutions:

4d polarizations related by
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Ãµ! = S̃µ! !
2
k2

!
kµk"S̃"! ! k!k"S̃"µ

"

...same for s and a

self-dual 4d
polarizations

anti-self-dual 4d
polarizations

b+
µ!(k, z) = S̃µ!(k)zJ!µ!1(kz) + s̃µ!(k)zJµ+1(kz)

b!µ!(k, z) = Ãµ!(k)zJ!µ+1(kz) + ãµ!(k)zJµ!1(kz)

b±µ! = ± i

2
! "#
µ! b±"#



UV boundary conditions

6 UV boundary conditions: sourcing the tensor field

can fix either b+ or b-  on UV boundary [c.f. Arutynov & Frolov, 
1998]

if μ>0: b+ dominates (~z-μ) ⟹ fix b+ to self-dual source on the 
boundary

if μ<0: b- dominates (~zμ) ⟹ fix b- to anti-self-dual source on 
the boundary

Fixing b+ or b-  is not an issue of physics (just packaging d.o.f.)
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IR boundary conditions (part I)

issue specific to hard wall

no guidance from gauge invariance

IR (z=z0) boundary condition: restrict to having normalizable and 
non-normalizable polarizations proportional to each other 

any other choice explicitly breaks Lorentz invariance 
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to be determined
from IR data

b+
µ!(k, z) = S̃µ!(k) [zJ!µ!1(kz)! cb(k, z0)zJµ+1(kz)] " S̃µ!(k)B+(k, z)

b!µ!(k, z) = Ãµ!(k) [zJ!µ+1(kz)! cb(k, z0)zJµ!1(kz)] " Ãµ!(k)B!(k, z)



Tensor-tensor two-point function

locations of poles in momentum space give meson masses

residues at poles give decay constants 
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decay
constants

masses

!T,T!(µ > 0, k) = ! "(!µ)
22µ"2g2

b"(µ)
(k!)2µ"2cb(µ > 0, k, z0)

!OT
µ!(q)OT

"#("k)# = i(2!)4"4(q " k)
!
k2#µ["##]! " 2

"
kµk["##]! " k!k["##]!

#$
!!TT (k)

!!TT (k) =
!

n

f2
n

k2 !m2
n



IR boundary condition: part II

Two options: b+(z0)=0 or b-(z0)=0 (neglecting additional IR 
boundary terms)

Need                           to avoid zero-momentum pole 

k=0 limit:

19

lim
k!0

!TT (k) ! cb(k, z0)(k!)2µ"2 =
!
O(k"4) b+(z0) = 0
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General µ result
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!T,T!(k) =

!
""#

""$

! sgn(µ)!("|µ|)
22|µ|!2g2

b!(|µ|) (k!)2|µ|"2 J!|µ|+1(kz0)
J|µ|!1(kz0)

sgn(µ)
22|µ|!2g2

b |µ|!(|µ|"1)!
(k!)2|µ|"2

%
! log (k2!2) + "

Y|µ|!1(kz0)
J|µ|!1(kz0)

&

(μ non-integer)

(μ integer)



General µ result

Use reality of decay constant to determine sign of μ

Require μ<0
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Results so far

Masses given by J|μ|-1(mnz0)=0:

Sign of μ determined by real decay constants 

Resonance masses in terms of μ; decay const’s in terms of gb, μ, l
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mass for both
1-- and 1+- towers

mn =
x|µ|!1,n

z0
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Chiral symmetry and interactions 
(work in progress)

Include cubic interaction terms that give quadratic 
contributions when χsb (c.f. axial sector)

Break degeneracy of 1-- and 1+-

Mix ρT and ρV

Produce observed decay 

Organizing principles: 

invariant under flavor symmetry, C, P

lowest dimension, leading in Nc

23

b1 ! ! + "



Symmetries of hard wall fields

Shw+SCS invariant under the Z2×Z2 symmetry

Choose                                   to interpret phase as pion field:
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C : AL ! "A!
R

AR ! A!
L

X ! ±XT

P : AM
L,R(x0, xi, z) ! ("1)I(M)AM

R,L(x0,"xi, z)

X(x0, xi, z) ! ±X†(x0,"xi, z)

C : X ! XT

P : X ! X†

X = X0(z)ei!(x,z) = X0(z) (1 + i!(x, z) + . . . )

Stotal = Shw + SCS + Sb + Sint



Symmetry properties for b

Sb is invariant under

Fix C using the fact that both ρ and b1 have C=-1

P arbitrary -- determines which part of bμν is ρ and which is b1

Pick

This means b1 ⟷ Re(b⊥) and ρ⟷Im(b⊥)
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C : bMN ! ± bT
MN

P : bMN ! ± ("1)I(M,N)b†MN

C : bMN ! " bT
MN

P : bMN ! ("1)I(M,N)b†MN



Interaction terms

Want terms roughly of the form bVX

when X=X0 mixes b and V modes at quadratic order

gives interaction between pion, b, V at cubic order

Unique dimension 5 term which is P, C, U(Nf)L× U(Nf)R invariant

When X=X0:
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Sg1 = g1

!
d5x
!

g Tr
"

bMNFMN
R X† + X†FMN

L bMN + XFMN
R b†MN + b†MNFMN

L X
#

S(2)
g1

= 2g1

!
d5x
!

g X0(z) Tr
"
(b + b†)MNFMN

V

#

...lifts degeneracy between b1 and ρT! 
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Preliminary results

fit μ=-1.82 from lightest h1 mass

fit g1gbg5=1.43 from lightest ρ mass 

make predictions for higher (tensor and vector) ρ’s
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m(n)
! = 775.49 MeV, 1465 MeV, 1720 MeV . . .

m(n)
! = 775.49! MeV, 1420 MeV, 1890 MeV . . .us:

expt:

m(n)
! = 832 MeV, 1910 MeV, 2994 MeV . . .h.w.:
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Conclusions

Introduced dual field of OT in the hard wall model

generates two new towers of mesonic resonances (1-- and 1+-)

better matching of radial ρ resonances to data

Key realizations:

first order Lagrangian

fix IR b.c. with physical considerations

Used 5d C, P, and gauge symmetry to find interaction terms that 
mix JV -generated and OT-generated 1-- states and lift the 
degeneracy between 1-- and 1+-  (preliminary results look good!)
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Ongoing Work and Open Questions

(Numerically) solving for the decay constants and spectrum 
of ρT, ρV, b1

new global fit to g1, gb, μ and mq, σ, z0

Make predictions for decay rates, interactions

Implications for soft wall and SS models 

Effective action for massive open string states?
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Thanks!
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